This year our theme at ORCSD Transportation is…

“THUMBS UP” for Safety.

We are concentrating on the safety of students when crossing in front of the school bus.

 cabeça

ALWAYS walk ten steps to the front of bus and on side of road.
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MAKE eye contact with your Bus Driver and wait until the driver gives you the “THUMBS UP” to cross the road.
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YOU should give your Bus Driver the “THUMBS UP”, so your driver knows you are checking to know it is OK to cross the road.
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STOP and CHECK, when crossing, to make sure traffic has stopped before you continue to the other side.
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PARENTS, please help out by allowing the Driver to cross your children safely.
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IF you as parents see or hear something that we don’t see, please help us by speaking out.

 cabeça

TOGETHER, we can make a difference in safely crossing our ORCSD students.
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